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IPV is often not 
experienced as 

a single, 
isolated 

incident but as 
a complex and 
chronic process 

(Korn, 2002).

Interpersonal 
trauma results 

from 
deliberate, 

premediated 
acts against a 
person’s will

These forms of 
victimization, 
exploitation, 

assault, abuse, 
and violence

Often 
committed by 

someone 
known to the 

victim and 
often results in 
repetitive acts 

due to 
accessibility.  

Effects a 
person’s 
physical, 

emotional, and 
psychological 

well-being

WHAT IS INTERPERSONAL VIOLENCE (IPV)?



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Neuroscience research shows that the only way we can change the way we feel is by becoming aware of our inner experience and learning to befriend what is going inside ourselves.” 



“A very difficult or 
unpleasant experience 
that causes someone to 
have mental or 
emotional problems 
usually for a long time”

Clinical 
Definition 

“A Normal Reaction to 
an Abnormal Situation”

Victim-
Centered 
Definition 

UNDERSTANDING TRAUMA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Hysteria”



“We have learned that trauma is not just 
an event that took place sometime in the 

past; it is also the imprint left by that 
experience on mind, brain, and body. 
This imprint has ongoing consequences 

for how the human organism manages to 
survive in the present. Trauma results in 
a fundamental reorganization of the way 
mind and brain manage perceptions. It 

changes not only how we think and what 
we think about, but also our very capacity 

to think.”
― Bessel A. van der Kolk, The Body Keeps the Score: 

Brain, Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Throughout evolution, it can be understood that human beings were hard-wired to respond to, and remember trauma, or experiences of fear and terror (Campbell, 2014). 



Amygdala 
detects threat 

Activates
Hypothalamus

(“Twitter of the 
brain”) 

Release flood 
of hormones 

Effect hippocampus 
functioning

(Stores memories) 

Fragment 
memories 

Memory recall 
is slow & 
difficult 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The amygdala, a one-inch, almond shaped, part of the brain is constantly scanning for life threatening stimuli (Campbell, 2014). When a human encounters potentially dangerous stimuli, the amygdala is activated and begins to attempt to emotionally regulate the individual while simultaneously creating a memory of the incident as a reminder to prepare, prevent, and avoid future incidents (Campbell, 2014). The amygdala then signals to the hypothalamus which can be described as, “Twitter of the brain”, as its primary function is to get information out quickly The pituitary glands signals to the adrenal glands which begin to secrete hormones throughout the body as a natural response to mitigate the experience (Campbell, 2014). fight, flight, or freeze response, impact the level of energy available in the body to react, prevent physical and emotional pain, and provide good feelings as the body’s attempt to counterbalance the level of terror (Campbell, 2014). However, not all survivors experience these hormones in the same amounts which creates a variety of expression of affect, behavior, and demeanor (Campbell, 2014). This process effects the brain’s ability to consolidate and store memories and trauma memories are subsequently scattered throughout the brain (Campbell, 2014). These memories are fragmented and it is often slow and difficult to recall due to the hormone release; however, the hormones do not affect the accuracy of the memories (Campbell, 2014).-Tonic Immobility-Complex Trauma “type of rape” doesn’t matter
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Presentation Notes
Explain memory storage “Post it notes”







• Trauma-Informed:
• Interviewing 
• Policies/procedures/practices Implications 

for Macro 
Social Work 

Practice 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dr. David Lisak emphasizes the importance of asking the right questions while remaining empathetic and compassionate; asking questions which relate to the five senses can be helpful as we understand that survivor’s memories are encoded in sensory detail (Lisak, 2013). Additionally, many police forces will allow an officer who experienced violence on the job to have a least one sleep cycle before being interviewed (Campbell, 2014) Sleep helps consolidate memories and it typically takes about ninety-six hours for the prefrontal cortex to reconnect; although this right is provided for many officers as part of their policy, it is important to remember this when interviewing survivors when possible (Lisak, 2013). Policies that give survivors time, choices, support, and provide survivors with a Sexual Assault Response Team advocate, create a higher sense of empowerment, higher psychological wellbeing, and a greater likelihood of a report and conviction (Campbell, 2014). Macro social work implications that incorporate trauma informed, victim centered, and offender focused ideologies contribute to a multidisciplinary team that supports and empowers survivors of IPV 



Mind/Body treatment 
approaches 
• Trauma- Sensitive Yoga 
• EMDR 
• Theatre programs 
• Mindfulness and meditation 
• Creative approaches

Implications 
for Clinical 

Social Work 
Practice

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Interpersonal trauma occurs in relationships and can be healed through relationships and connection. The trauma memories get “stuck” in the brains non-verbal, nonconscious, subcortical regions (amygdala, thalamus, hippocampus, hypothalamus, and brain stem) where they are not accessible to the frontal lobe (the understanding, thinking, reasoning, parts of the brain) (van der Kolk, 2016). Clinicians must work “bottom up” (body to mind)” and assist in helping survivors to regulate their core functions; while seeking to restore the physiological state, clinicians can change the way the survivor experiences arousal and help the survivor resist from physically shutting down (van der Kolk, 2016). This further allows the survivor to begin to safety process the trauma herself, reconnect with her mind and body, and regain her life YOGA: integrative practice of physical postures and movement, breathing exercises, and mindfulness Restore the disconnect between mind and bodyAssist with emotional regulation/ physical health problems including gastrointestinal problems and insomnia while improving the body’s response to stress EMDR: bilateral stimulation, right/left eye movement, or tactile stimulation, which repetitively activates the opposite sides of the brain; this process releases emotional experiences that are “trapped” in the nervous system and overall seeks to reconnect the mind and body.EMDR can assist with the client’s desensitization and reprocessing of traumatic memories.The client verbalizes the trauma narrative, focuses on the internal response, and then tracks the therapist’s finger as it moves across the client’s visual field
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